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Abstract

Charge-trap flash (CTF) memories are considered to represent the
promising alternative in order for eventually replacing the floating-gate (FG)
flash memory technologies in the near future owing to its higher device
scalability and are being employed in the most recent three-dimensional (3D)
flash memory architectures indeed. Various device structures and charge
trapping layer materials have been adopted for advancing the CTF memories and
different physical mechanisms have been closely studied in the respective cell
operations.
In this work, a highly compact and accurate circuit model of CTF memory
cell is proposed, in consideration of the transient behaviors in the program
operations. Although several compact models have been reported in the previous
literature, the time-dependent behaviors of CTF cell have not been precisely
reflected in the past models and the discrepancy between modeling and
empirical results gets worse as the operation time progresses. The proposed
i

circuit-level macro model in this work simply consists of one transistor, one
voltage-controlled capacitor (VCCAP), and one voltage-controlled current
source (VCCS) where the transient behaviors are mathematically embedded by
appropriate functions, with the improved compactness by reducing the number
of current sources in the previous works. For expecting higher credibility of the
developed SPICE models, they are verified by the measurement results from the
fabricated CTF memory devices having the silicon-oxide-nitride-oxide-silicon
(SONOS) stack under various operating conditions, by which plausible
agreements between modeling and measurement results are demonstrated. Our
more realistic circuit-level macro model would be practical and beneficial in
designing the high-density 2D and 3D memory array and system architectures
for 3D CTF memory. In particular, the results in this work should be significant
when more accurate prediction of rigorous management of very narrow cell
threshold voltage (Vt) window is strongly required for multi-level cell (MLC)
and higher-level cell (XLC) operations.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Flash Memory Technology
Semiconductor memory have become an indispensable part of electronic
devices such as smartphone, personal computer. In recent years, the
consumption of electronic devices has increased explosively. Semiconductor
can be categorized as shown in Fig. 1.1. Volatility means that the information
of the memory are lost when power is removed. In other words volatile
memory requires power to maintain the stored information. On the contrary,
Non-volatility means that the contents of the memory are retained when power
is removed. The volatile memory includes static RAM (SRAM) and dynamic
RAM (DRAM). SRAM stores a bit of data using the state of a flip-flop.
SRAM is the most expensive to produce because it is a large size. However, it
is often used as cache memory for the CPU, because it is generally faster and

1

Fig. 1.1 Classification of semiconductor memories.

2

Fig. 1.2 Trends in Flash memory and DRAM market.

requires less power than DRAM. In case of DRAM, a bit of data is stored
using a transistor and a capacitor. DRAM is used as predominant form of
computer memory, because it is less expensive than SRAM and has
advantages in terms of integration. The non-volatile memory includes
electrically programmable read-only memory (EPROM), electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), and flash memory [1]. EPROM

3

Fig. 1.3 NAND demand growth and applications demand (Source: Samsung).

can be erased by exposure to UN light and programmed electrically. EEPROM
can be both erased and programmed electrically. E2PROM can be both erased
and programmed electrically as for EEPROM, but the use of “E2” implies byte
alterability rather than block erasable. Flash memory is an EEPROM where
the erase procedure of entire chip or subarray within the chip is performed at
one time [2]. Flash memory has a lot of advantages compared with other types
of nonvolatile memory (NVM) devices. Among them, low-cost producibility
and high density make flash memory highly competitive in both fabrication

4

process and semiconductor memory market.
Flash memory is invented by Dr. Fujio Masuoka of Toshiba Corp. in
1984. And Intel Corp. commercialized common ground NOR flash memory in
1988 for a non-volatile storage medium to store program codes including a
PC’s BIOs and firmware for various consumer products. NOR Flash was the
basis for the first Flash memory cards and non-volatile solid state drives in the
1990s. NAND Flash came later and has remained primarily a data storage
memory in the removable-cards area, which promised lower cost per bit than
NOR flash and faster program and erase throughput.
In recent years, Flash memory has been the dominate form of NVM
because it has high density and scalability. Flash memory market is expected
to reach $30.4 billion in 2012, surpassing the DRAM market which was $28.0
billion for the first time (Fig. 1.2). Among them, NAND flash revenue is
expected to grow 14% annually from 2012-2017, increasing to $53.2 billion

5

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.4 (a) NOR type and (b) NAND type architecture with circuit symbols.

while the DRAM market is expected to increase 9% annually at the same time.
NAND flash is used for data storage of mobile devices, media card, and digital
consumer electronics. Furthermore, NAND flash is drawing attention as a
replacement of hard disk drives recently. Flash memory does not have the
mechanical limitations and latencies of hard drives, so a solid-state drive (SSD)
is attractive when considering speed, noise, power consumption, and reliability.
So growth of SSD market can lead the explosive increase of NAND flash
consumption (Fig. 1.3).

6

1.2. NOR and NAND Array Architecture
The main flash memory array architecture can be categorized into two
groups as shown in Fig. 1.4. NOR flash memory has a parallel array
architecture where each cell may be accessed via a contact. So NOR flash
memory is characterized by high-speed random access because of the direct
cell access. Cell programming is usually achieved by channel hot electron
injection (CHEI) mechanism and erase is done by Fowler-Nordheim (FN)
tunneling [3]. Because random access is quite useful in memory which is used
for the code storage, the most common use of NOR flash memory is for code
and data storage in embedded applications
On the other hand, NAND flash memory cells are organized serially.
Because cells share resources, this technology achieves a smaller cell area
than a NOR flash cell. In case of NAND flash cell, programming and erasing
are done by FN tunneling mechanism. NAND is strongly suited to data-only
applications such as audio storage, video storage, or data logging.

7

Fig. 1.5 Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling.

1.3. NAND Cell Operation
NAND flash cell usually uses Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling current
through oxide for P/E operations. The FN tunneling occurs at sufficiently high
gate voltage conditions. Electrons in the conduction band of the channel can
tunnel through the triangular energy barrier of oxide as shown in Fig. 1.5.
Direct tunneling and modified FN tunneling also can be used according to the
electric field applied to the tunnel oxide as shown in Fig. 1.6.
The program operation in the NAND flash memory is performed by a

8

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1.6 Classification of conduction band diagrams and tunneling currents for
various positive gate bias. (a) Direct tunneling (DT) (b) Modified FowlerNordheim (MFN).
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page unit. The programming voltage is applied to the word line of the selected
page. In order to control the programmed Vth of the cell, the program
operation split into several program voltage pulses with V th verify operations
between program steps. For constant FN tunneling current, the gate voltage of
the programming voltage V pp is increased by a constant value after a program
step. This increases the charges in floating gate by an amount which shift the
cell’s Vth by a constant increment ΔVth. This programming scheme is called
Incremental Step Pulse Programming (ISPP) [4].

10

Chapter 2. Scaling of NAND Flash Memory

2.1. Obstacles in NAND Flash Scaling
It is the most critical issue to scale down of the NAND flash memory for
the low cost production because much more memory transistors can be
produced in the same area of silicon wafer. If the feature size of the NAND
flash cell is decreased by 30 percent, the memory density can be doubled. As
the scaling down of NAND flash memory is accelerated, short channel effects
and reliability problems such as cell-to-cell interference and reduction of
electrons stored in floating gates become more severe and further scaling
down faces process limitations of current photolithography technology. Fig.
2.1(a) shows the gap between NAND flash memory technology nodes and
required photolithography. Many lithography technologies and compensation
technologies such as optical proximity correction (OPC) [5], phase shift
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.1 (a) The relation between required photolithography and NAND flash
memory technology nodes. (b) Major obstacles in scaling down NAND flash
memory.

12

masking (PSM) [6], and double patterning technology (DPT) [7] can be
available for bridging the gap between actual lithography technologies and
required design rules. However, the gap will increase beyond 20nm
technology node until we find new breakthroughs.
Moreover, there have been many discussions about scaling barriers in
NAND flash such as coupling ratio, floating gate interference, edge word line
(WL) disturbance, charge loss tolerance as shown in Fig. 2.1(b) [8]. The
volume of the floating gate (FG) decreases with feature size, so that the small
number of infected charge or bad retention characteristic of tunneling oxide
should be taken seriously in small feature size structure. And scaling down
also leads to short channel effect in NAND flash cell. Substrate doping
concentration should be increased to prevent the short channel effect. But high
substrate doping concentration can lower the boosted potential of the channel
at unselected bit lines (BLs), which can narrow the Vpass bias operating
window.

13

Fig. 2.2 Multi-bit cell storage in floating gate type NAND flash memory.

2.2. Multi-bit Cell Storage
Single-level (SLC) cell storage can distinguish between ‘0’ and ‘1’ by
storing charge or no charge in the floating gate as shown in Fig. 2.2. Two bits
per cell (MLC) storage can increase the number of V t levels to 4 states
representing 00, 01, 10, 11 [9]. Similarly, 3-bit per cell [10] and 4-bit per cell
[11] storage is enabled by increasing the number of V t levels to 8 and 16. The
advantage of multi-bit level cell storage is that storage capacity can be
increased without additional process complexity. However, multi-level cell
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3 Bitline cross-section of (a) charge trap and (b) floating gate type
NAND flash memory.

storage requires accurate setting of the Vt levels so that the charge
distributions do not overlap. Additional circuitry and programming algorithms
are necessary to use multi-level cell storage.

15

2.3. Charge Trap Flash Memory

Charge trap (CT) memories may overcome some of these limitations and
represent the best candidate to substitute FG devices for future nodes [12]. In
case of CT, electrons are trapped inside a trapping layer unlike floating gate
cells which have a storage layer for storing electrons. The different storage
material changes the cell architecture drastically. There are many improvement
of charge trap NAND flash memory compared with FG type NAND flash. The
most important improvement is as follows: huge electrostatic interference
reduction, higher immunity to active oxide defects, easier process integration.
The higher resistance to active dielectric defect is one of the biggest
advantages of CT compared with FG NAND. Stress induced leakage current
(SILC) is the defectivity caused by electrical stress. If tunneling oxide has a
defect, almost all the charge inside a FG cell is suddenly lost, whereas only the
charge near the defect is detrapped in CT NAND. This point allows CT NAND

16

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.4 Band diagrams for (a) FG and (b) SONOS flash memory cells.

to greatly shrink tunneling oxide thickness without any major retention
problem.
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2.4. 3-D Stacked NAND Flash Memory
Even if planar charge trap memories seem a promising option to
overcome scaling issues of FG cell, more effective array organizations are
continuously under development. 3-D stacked array could be the most cost
efficient solution for mass storage NAND products. Fig. 2.5 shows the history
of 3D stacked NAND flash memory.
In 2006, the first invented 3D stacked NAND flash memory technology
faced a problem in that cost increased almost proportionally with the number
of layers, because micro-fabrication was required one layer at a time. In 2007,
Toshiba Corp. showed this by developing the bit-cost scalable (BiCS) 3D cell
technology that held costs down as the number of layers increased [13]. And
Toshiba Corp. modified BiCS and used it to prototype a 32-Gbit NAND flash
memory in 2009. Engineers combined a 16-layer cell with 2 bit-per-cell multivalue operation to shrink the cell area per bit to only 0.0082 um2 even with 60
nm manufacturing technology. The same cell area (2 bits/cell) would require

18

Fig. 2.5 History of the 3D NAND flash memories.

20 nm manufacturing technology to achieve without 3D stacked NAND flash
memory technology. In 2009, Samsung Corp. presented Tera-bit cell array
transistor (TCAT). They listed all the shortcoming of BiCS, emphasizing that
their technology solved the problems such as erase issues and poly silicon gate
issues.
While proposals and research papers about gate stack type NAND flash
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memory such as BiCS, P-BiCS [14], and TCAT [15] were published, channel
stack type 3D NAND flash memory architectures were also proposed. There
are two representative structures of channel stack type NAND flash memory:
vertical gate (VG) NAND architecture and channel stacked array architecture
(CSTAR). Samsung Electronics Corp. introduced vertical gate NAND flash
memory (VG-NAND) in 2009 [16]. And CSTAR architecture was introduced
in 2012 [17]. The key features of CSTAR are that it uses a single-crystalline
silicon channel and a gate-all-around structure. Unlike VG-NAND, STAR has
the merit of more cell current drivability and short channel effect immunity.
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Fig. 2.6 BiCS NAND flash memory by Toshiba Corp. (a) Bird’s eye view and
(b) schematic diagram of a string [13].
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Fig. 2.7 P-BiCS NAND flash memory by Toshiba Corp. (a) Bird’s eye vi
ew and (b) process flow [14].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.8. TCAT flash memory by Samsung Electronics Corp. (a) Bird’s eye
view and (b) equivalent circuit and (c) Gate replacement process flow [15].
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Fig. 2.9. VG-NAND flash memory by Samsung Electronics Corp. (a) Bird’s
eye view and (b) equivalent circuit [16].
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Fig. 2.10. Channel stacked array architecture (CSTAR). (a) Bird’s eye view of
the unit building structure and (b) equivalent circuit and operation scheme
[17].
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Chapter 3. Macro Modeling of Flash cell
with Planar Structure

3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we have proposed a highly reliable circuit model of
charge-trap flash (CTF) memory cell [18-26] is proposed, considering the
transient behaviors for describing the program operation with improved model
compactness and prediction accuracy [27]. Although several compact models
have been reported in the past, time-dependent behavioral modeling has not
been satisfactorily successful and the failure gets worse in the long-time
regime [28]. This more realistic model we developed would be beneficial in
designing the system-level architecture and establishing the array operation
schemes for the state-of-the-art three-dimensional (3D) stack CTF.
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In the CTF memory, tunneling charges are not stored in a conductive
layer such as polycrystalline silicon in the floating-gate type flash memory but
trapped in the trapping layer such as silicon nitride. Thus, an analysis for exact
positioning of the trapped charges is required for making up an accurate
compact model of CTF memory cell. At the moment of beginning of program
operation, the tunneling charges are trapped near the interface between
tunneling oxide and trapping layer occupying most of the allowed trap sites.
However, as time passes, newly tunneling charges travel inside the trapping
layer due to the internal electric field induced by the existing trapped charges
and lack of the states that can be occupied by the later charges. Thus, for a
better CTF compact model, it is reasonable to apply a voltage-controlled
capacitor (VCCAP) instead of a fixed capacitor to mimic the behaviors of the
CTF memory cell. By investigating the effects of charge centroid location on
program characteristics, the credibility of the model newly proposed in this
work is obtained.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.1. Schematic of the macro model of (a) CTF memory cell and (b)
voltage controlled capacitor (VCCAP).
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3.2. Experimental Methods
The proposed macro model is composed of one transistor, one VCCAP,
one controlled current source (VCCS) [29-33] as schematically shown in Fig.
3.1. The highly scaled MOSFET model comes from the Berkeley release of
BSIM 6.0.0 which reflects the short/narrow-channel effects on V t and mobility
reduction due to vertical field [34]. It was found that it can be extended with
ease to 3D CTF memory cell with a short channel. The capacitance between
the charge centroid and the gate enables calculating the V t shifts in memory
operations. The relation between charge centroid and threshold voltage shift
will be discussed in Appendix A.
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Here, ΔVt is the Vt shift from Eq. (3.2), Qtrap is simply the total charges
per unit area trapped in the nitride layer, and C NO,block is the capacitance
between the gate electrode and the charge centroid. t nit is the thickness of
nitride layer, tbox is the thickness of blocking oxide layer, εox is the dielectric
constant of oxide, and εnit is the dielectric constant of nitride.
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Qtrap



t nit

0

 trap  x  x dx

(3.4)

xcentroid is the mean vertical location in the trapping layer considering
trapped charge distribution and Q(x) is the areal density of trapped charges in
the nitride layer, at distance x from the tunneling oxide/nitride layer interface
in the vertical direction. C NO,block is closely related with charge centroid by its
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definition (The detailed explanation will be discussed in Appendix B), and
capture efficiency as well, since the injected charges are not stored in a
conductive layer such as polycrystalline silicon, but are trapped in a charge
trapping layer (CTL) such as nitride in the CTF memories [35-40].
As can be confirmed from Eq. (3.2), ∆Vt is dependent on both Q trap and
CNO,block, and CNO,block is determined by x centroid. These factors need to be
understood correctly in modeling the program operation of CTF. Thus,
extractions of Q trap and x centroid require more reliable description of trapped
charge distribution in the CTF. There are few injected charges which move out
of the blocking oxide via tunneling. Because blocking oxide has small trap
density unlike alumina. The distribution of trapped charges affects x centroid
more effectively than injected charges which move out of the blocking oxide
via tunneling. Also, there are some injected charges emitted from the trapping
sites. These charges will be drifted toward blocking oxide and trapped and
eventually construct the charge distribution by Eq. (3.5), Eq. (3.6), which can
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be confirmed by TCAD .

dn t
= σ n v th,n n  N t - n t  - σ p v th,p pnt +  N t - nt  eeq,p - nt en
dt

(3.5)

dp t
= σ p v th,p p  Pt - p t  - σ n v th,n npt +  Pt - p t  eeq,n - p t ep
dt

(3.6)

where σn,p is the effective capture cross-section area for electron and
hole in cm2, vth,n is the electron thermal velocity in cm/s, n is the mobile
electron density in cm -3, Nt is the density of acceptor-like traps in units of cm -3,
nt is the trapped electron density in cm -3, en,p is an emission rate in s -1, p is the
mobile hole density in cm -3. vth,p is the hole thermal velocity in cm/s, P t is the
density of donor-like traps in units of cm -3, and pt is the trapped hole density
in cm-3. eeq,p and eeq,n are the hole/electron emission rates which cannot be
independently specified but has dependence on other parameters including
thermal equilibrium carrier densities.
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𝒆𝒏 = 𝒏𝒕 𝒗𝒆𝒙𝒑 (−

𝑬𝑻 −𝜷√𝑬
𝒌𝒃 𝑻

𝒒𝟑

) , 𝜷 = √𝝅𝜺

Where ET is the trap energy, β is the Frenkel constant, ε∞ is the high
frequency silicon-nitride dielectric constant and v is the attempt to escape
factor.
To analyze the mechanisms in nitride layer, trap parameters are needed.
Traps are assumed to have a uniform distribution in the nitride and the total
trap density is set as 5.5  1020 / cm3 . And the trap energy can be extracted by
charge decay model and the trap energy is set as 1.15eV. When the capture
cross-sectional area is large, the injected charges are trapped near the tunnel
oxide, which means that the effective capacitance becomes small. On the other
hand, in case of small capture cross-sectional area, the programmed charges
are located near the blocking oxide, farther from the channel, since the
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.2. Effects of capture cross-sectional area. (a) Distributions of
programmed charges as a function of distance and (b) ΔVt as a function of
xcentroid at different capture cross sections
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trapping probability gets smaller. The dependence of distribution of trapped
charges on capture cross-sectional area is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). From the
xcentroid’s extracted from the distributions in Fig. 3.2(a) by Eq. (3.4) are
depicted in Fig. 3.2(b). Linear trend means that the Eq. (3.3) is implemented
well in the circuit simulator.

3.2.1. Tunneling Mechanism
A VCCS is employed, in this work, in order to model the currents
during program operation [41]. The VCCS which is indirectly connected to a
switch device might affect Q trap and give a rise to distortion in V t, thus
mathematical expressions necessary for describing the transient behaviors are
embedded in the working block, with improved compactness by reducing the
number of current sources. It is not desirable to use either voltage-controlled
resistor switch (VCRS) or ideal switch device since the number of current
sources is not so reducible when these components are used. All the
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parameters are summarized in Table 3.1. The equation of Eox will be discussed
in Appendix A.

Eox  

J pgm

V

g

 V fb   s



d eq

 Bpgm 
m0 q 3
2
=
A
E
exp

mox 16π 2ħ pgm ox
 3qħEox 

(3.7)

where m0 is the mass of as stationary electron, m ox is the effective mass
of an electron in the oxide, q is electron charge, ħ is the reduced Planck
constant, Eox is the electric field applied to the tunnel oxide. For an electric
field satisfying the inequality in Eq. (3.8), Fowler-Nordheim tunneling takes
place. In case of programming for NAND flash memory, this equation is the
most representative mechanism because high electric field is maintained (>10
MV/cm) during Incremental Step Pulse Programming (ISPP).
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Eox 
Apgm 

1
q1

1

(3.8)

t tox

B pgm  4 2mox  q1 

3/ 2

In Eq. (3.8), qϕ1 is the potential energy discontinuity between silicon
channel and tunneling oxide. For simplicity, image force barrier lowering and
the finite temperature effect have been neglected in our calculations. For an
electric field in the region in Eq. (3.9), direct tunneling takes place.

1 - 2
t tox

< E ox <

1
t tox

(3.9)

1
Apgm =?
2
1/ 2
 q  -  q - qE t 1/ 2 
1
1
ox tox


3/ 2
3/ 2
Bpgm = 4 2mox  q1  -  q1 - qEox t tox  



In Eq. (3.9), qϕ2 is the potential energy discontinuity between oxide and
nitride. For an electric field satisfying Eq. (3.10), modified Fowler-Nordheim
tunneling occurs.
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1 - 2
t tox - γt nit

< Eox <

1 - 2
t tox

(3.10)

𝜸 is the ratio between the nitride and the oxide dielectric constants
(γ=εnit⁄εox ) and mN is the effective mass of an electron in the nitride. For an
electric field satisfying Eq. (3.11), trap-assisted tunneling takes place.

Eox 

1 - 2 - t
t tox

(3.11)

Here, ϕt is the trap energy level below the conduction band. But, in this
study, modified Fowler-Nordheim tunneling and trap-assisted tunneling are
not considered because the large voltage program operation is needed during
write operation. And the deeper analysis for Fowler-Nordheim tunneling and
direct tunneling will be more discussed in Appendix. C.
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Table 3.1. Parameters used for simulating the tunneling currents.

Parameters

Value

Relative dielectric constant of SiO 2

3.9

Relative dielectric constant of Si3N4

6.5

Relative dielectric constant of Al 2O3

9.0

Electron effective mass in SiO 2

0.52 m0

Hole effective mass in SiO 2

0.60 m0

Electron effective mass in Si 3N4

0.42 m0

Hole effective mass in Si 3N4

0.80 m0

Si-SiO2 electron barrier

3.1 eV

SiO2-Si3N4 electron barrier

1.1 eV

Si-SiO2 hole barrier

4.8 eV

SiO2-Si3N4 hole barrier

2.8 eV
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3.2.2. Charge Centroid
From this point of view that tunneling mechanism is used to model for
CTF cell operation, the model may have a similar pattern to that of FG flash
memory. But the CTF cell is different from the FG flash cell in that the charge
distribution inside the memory node is important. In the FG flash cell, the
charge can move freely, so that the whole FG has the same potential. Thus, the
FG can be considered as a node in a circuit, and C ox,tunnel and Cox,block are fixed.
In other words, we have to worry about the amount of charge only, not the
distribution, in FG flash cells. On the other hand, not only the amount of
charge but also the distribution is important in the CTF cell, since the trapped
charge cannot move freely during the read operation. During the programming
operation, however, the charge in the trap layer can be redistributed by
trapping and detrapping by high electric field. The charge centroid has the
meaning of the average distance of distributed charge from the interface
between the nitride and the blocking oxide. Since we can represent the charge
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Fig. 3.3. Simulation for obtaining charge distribution.
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distribution by a surface charge at the charge centroid as an approximation, we
may regard the charge centroid as a node, and divide the ONO capacitance,
CONO, into CON,tunnel and CNO,block. Thus, the charge centroid plays a key role in
our modeling.
From Eq. (3.2), ∆VT is dependent on Qtrap and CNO,block. And CNO,block
depends on x centroid. These factors must be understood well to modeling the
program operation of CTF. So extractions of Q trap and xcentroid need
consideration of charge trapping in CTF. There are little injected charges
which are moves out of the blocking oxide via tunneling because the blocking
oxide has small trap density unlike alumina. So the distribution of trapped
charge affects x centroid more than injected charges which move out of the
blocking oxide via tunneling. There are some injected charges which are
emitted from the trapping site. These charges will be drifted toward blocking
oxide and trapped. Fig. 3.2 is an example of charge distribution Q(x) which
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can be simulated with a help of TCAD as shown in Fig. 3.3. Qtrap is the
integration of Q(x) and x centroid is obtained from Q(x).
As program time elapses, the total amount of trapped charges increases.
Injection speed decreases because of poisson effect and charge accumulation
near the blocking oxide increases. This phenomenon which brings the rapidly
changing charge centroid characteristics is showed in Fig. 3.4(b), 3.5(b). This
Phenomenon occurs mainly when low program voltage is applied and program
time elapses, so the slowdown of injection speed comes earlier. Our model can
calculate threshold voltage shift well with Q trap and the extracted x centroid as
shown in Fig. 3.2.
It is doubtless that threshold voltage shift is determined by both Q and
charge centroid. If circuit designers use only high-field short-pulse program
scheme which is adopted in the practical program operation, serious deviation
can be safely avoided while remaining simple. With Fig. 3.5, the very strong
correlation between charge centroid and threshold voltage shift is revealed
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only plotting samples in high electric field condition. The correlation
coefficient between charge centroid and threshold voltage is 0.95. The
correlation coefficient is changed to 0.98 with only considering high electric
field cases. So the single trend curve of charge centroid can be used during the
programming operation such as ISPP. And this single trend curve without the
dependency of voltage amplification can be implemented more easily in
circuit simulator because of simplicity.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.4. The relation between charge centroid and Q (injected charges). (a) Q
vs. time, x centroid vs. time (b) x centroid vs. Q.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.5. The relation between charge centroid and ΔVt. (a) ΔVt vs. time,
xcentroid vs. time (b) x centroid vs. ΔVt.
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3.3. Programming Characteristics of CTF device with
Planar Structure
The compact model consists of total three components including
transistor, capacitor, and VCCS. The capacitor plays a role of shifting V t due
to the change of Q trap and provides an easy way to calculate the shift in a
closed form. The VCCS models the current flow through the tunneling oxide
as a function of voltage across the oxide (V ox) during the write operations and
charge loss that practically determines the device reliability, in particular,
related with charge retention.
It is assumed that there is no trapped charge in the initial state of a
memory cell. Thus, the electric field across the tunneling and blocking oxides
are not affected at this moment. As a positive voltage is applied on the gate
and time passes, the internal fields are changed and V t shift takes place due to
the time-dependent change in the amount of Q trap as shown in Fig. 3.6. As time
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Fig. 3.6. Energy-band diagrams for SONOS stack over program operation.

elapses with the constant gate voltage, the internal potential at the storage
layer is altered by the increase of Q trap. As the result, the internal fields across
the tunneling oxide become smaller than the initial fields. The simulation
flows for write operations are illustrated in Fig. 3.8. The comparisons
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Fig. 3.7. Logical flow for modeling write operations.

between modeling and measurement results from program operations are
demonstrated in Fig. 3.8. A previously proposed model employs a fixed
capacitance since the trapped charges exist along a sheet and the location is
also assumed to be fixed. However, as the number of trapped charges increases
as the program time passes and the threshold voltage shift further progresses,
late tunneling charges are not easily trapped near the tunneling oxide-trapping
layer interface but travel in the trapping layer in the vertical direction away
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Fig. 3.8. Comparison among the modeling and the measurement results for
program operation.

from the interface toward the trapping layer-blocking oxide boundary. In other
words, the charge centroid moves substantially as program time passes. Thus,
it should be reasonable to introduce a VCCAP rather than a fixed-value
capacitor for an advanced compact model for the CTF memory cell. In Fig. 3.8,
the solid lines indicate the time-dependent threshold voltage shifts owing to
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program operations from the newly proposed model with the VCCAP and the
dotted lines without symbols denote the results from the previous model. The
symbols trace the measurement results. At the early stage, there is little
difference between the previous model and the newly proposed one since the
vertical distribution of tunneling charges is very narrow and the locations of
charge sheet and charge centroid should be indistinguishable. However, as the
program time passes and the threshold voltage shift gets larger, newly
proposed model demonstrates the smaller deviation from the measurement
results than the previous one does. The trap sites are occupied by the early
tunneled electrons and the later coming electrons are pushed away from the
tunneling oxide-trapping layer interface and move toward the trapping layerblocking oxide interface, which results in the movement of charge centroid
and provides more realistic program characteristics. It is proven that VCCAP
makes the compact macro-model of CTF memory cell more accurate and
credible.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.9. Comparison among the modeling and the measurement results for
program operation. (a) At the early stage. (b) After some amount of time
passes.
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Fig. 3.10. Transient behaviors during write operations.

In order to obtain reliable measurement data for the model verification, CTF
cell with planar structure was fabricated. Thus, the measurement results
provide highly reliable base for model verification and practicability. Good
agreements are warranted up to 10 ms for program. Transient characteristics
over the write operations are depicted in the timing diagrams obtained by
circuit-level simulations as shown in Fig. 3.10, Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.11. Transient characteristics of CTF macro model. Vertical axis is in the
linear scale (a), the logarithmic scale (b).
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Fig. 3.12. Output characteristics of CTF macro model.

Further, incremental step pulse programming (ISPP) and verify operations are
simulated to confirm that the charge capture efficiency is less than 1 as shown
in Fig. 3.13. It is strongly supported that our model proposed in this work
presents better accuracy and coherence compared with the existing models as
shown in Fig. 3.14.
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(a)

Fig. 3.13. (a) ISPP plot. (b) Comparison among the modeling and the other
modeling using fixed charge sheet.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.14. Verification for other SONOS device which have different spec.ㅌ
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3.4. Conclusion
In this work, a more reliable and accurate compact model for the CTF
flash memory with planar structure is proposed and the relation between
charge centroid and the program characteristics is investigated. At the early
stage of a program operation, the tunneling electrons which are small in
number tend to be confined near the interface between tunneling oxide and
trapping layer. As time passes, the newly tunneling electrons tend to move
toward the blocking oxide and are trapped away from the tunneling oxide, by
which the location of charge centroid does not approximated to the tunneling
oxide interface any longer. In order to reflect this phenomenon, a more
physical compact modeling has been proposed, where a voltage-controlled
capacitor replaces the constant one in the previous model. The newly proposed
macro-model of CTF flash memory cell with planar structure has demonstrate
much improved accuracy in comparison with the measurement results from
fabricated devices.
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Chapter 4. Macro Modeling of Flash cell
with Cylindrical Structure

4.1. Introduction
In this chapter, a highly reliable circuit model of gate-all-around (GAA)
charge-trap flash (CTF) memory cell is proposed, considering the transient
behaviors for describing the program operations with improved accuracy. In
case of Cylindrical structure, geometry characteristics such as electric field
concentration should be considered to the macro model. Furthermore, the
developed SPICE models in this work have been verified by the measurement
results of the gate type 3D NAND flash memory . This more realistic model
would be beneficial in designing the system architectures and setting up the
operation schemes for the leading three-dimensional (3D) stack CTF memory.
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4.2. Experimental methods
The proposed macro model is also composed of one transistor, one
voltage VCCAP, one VCCS as schematically shown in Fig. 3.1. The highly
scaled MOSFET model comes from the Berkeley release of BSIM 6.0.0 which
reflects the short/narrow-channel effects on V t and mobility reduction due to
vertical field. It was found that it can be extended with ease to 3D CTF
memory cell with a short channel. The capacitance between the charge
centroid and the gate enables calculating the V t shifts in memory operations:

Vt =

Q trap

(4.1)

CNO,block

 R 0  t tox  t nit  R 0 + t tox + t nit + t box 
ln 


ε ox
 R 0 + t tox + t nit 

Vt  Qtrap 
 + R 0  t tox  tcentroid ln  R 0 + t tox + t nit

ε nit
 R 0 + t tox + xcentroid

R 0 +t tox +t nit

xcentroid


=


R 0 +t tox
R 0 +t tox +t nit
R 0 +t tox

 trap  r  r 2dr
 trap  r  rdr
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- R 0 - t tox









(4.2)

(4.3)

Here, ΔV t is the V t shift from Eq. (4.1), Qtrap is simply the total charges per unit

area trapped in the nitride layer, and C NO,block is the capacitance between the
gate electrode and the charge centroid. R O is the distance from the center of
the semiconductor channel to the channel/tunneling oxide interface, t tox is the
thickness of tunneling oxide layer, t nit is the thickness of nitride layer, t box is
the thickness of blocking oxide layer, ε ox is the dielectric constant of oxide,
and εnit is the dielectric constant of nitride. x centroid is the mean vertical location
in the trapping layer considering trapped charge distribution and Q(x) is the
areal density of trapped charges in the nitride layer, at distance x from the
tunneling oxide/nitride layer interface in the vertical direction. C NO,block in the
GAA geometry has a different form from the capacitance in planar geometry
as shown in Fig. 4.1. CNO,block is closely related with charge centroid by its
definition, and capture efficiency as well, since the injected charges are not
stored in a conductive layer such as polycrystalline silicon, but are trapped in a
charge trapping layer (CTL) such as nitride in the CTF memories.
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Fig. 4.1. The characteristics of cylindrical capacitance as a function of channel
radius.

As can be confirmed from Eq. (4.1), ∆Vt is dependent on both Q trap and
CNO,block, and CNO,block is determined by x centroid. These factors need to be
understood correctly in modeling the program operation of CTF. Thus,
extractions of Q trap and x centroid require more reliable description of trapped
charge distribution in the CTF. There are few injected charges which move out
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4.2. Location of centroid of the trapped electrons in the nitride layer as a
function of ΔVT at different V PGM’s.
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of the blocking oxide via tunneling. Because the electric field of blocking
oxide is weak as the GAA geometry and blocking oxide has small trap density
unlike alumina. The distribution of trapped charges affects x centroid more
effectively than injected charges which move out of the blocking oxide via
tunneling. Also, there are some injected charges emitted from the trapping
sites. These charges will be drifted toward blocking oxide and trapped and
eventually construct the charge distribution by Eq. (4.2), which can be
confirmed by TCAD.
Figure. 4.2(a) shows an example of charge distribution Q(x) which can
be extracted from the simulation. Q_trap is the integration of Q(x) along the
depth direction and x centroid is obtained from Q(x) as the effective depth.
xcentroid extracted by Eq. (4.3) is depicted in Fig. 4.2(b). The definition of
charge centroid of cylindrical structure is explained in Appendix B.
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4.2.1. Modified Tunneling Mechanism
A compact version of the tunneling current with cylindrical type is
defined as Eq. (4.4)

 E 
J Cylindrical
= αE2exp  - c 
PGM
 E

(4.4)

It also proved that the coefficients to be used in Eq. (4.4) in cylindrical
geometry have to be modified by applying Gauss’ law as follow [42-45]:

α=

R0
R 0 + t tox

Ec =

q 3m o




t tox
 5

8πhm ox 1 +
 qE  3

t

 R 02 ln  1 + tox
R0




4 2m ox
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1 +  
 qE 
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 R 02 ln  1 + tox
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Eq. (4.4) can be also defined without modifying the coefficients but by
using an equivalent electric field.
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Here, Vox is the potential drop through the tunneling oxide. Eq. (8) can
be further adopted in the Folwer-Nordheim tunneling equation to provide the
term for electrical field with higher accuracy.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4.3. NAND string used in the simulation. (a) Circuit symbol. (b)
Simulated structure and materials.

4.2.2. Modified Charge Centroid
For device simulation, a gate-all-around (GAA) channel CTF memory
cell is designed by a commercial TCAD tool. In order to consider more
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4.4. Program operation on the cell at the center. (a) Density of electrons
trapped in the charge trapping layer. (b) Transfer curves of the GAA BE
SONOS flash memory cell before and after program.
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realistic circumstances than dealing with a single cell, three memory cells are
connected in series between one string select line (SSL) and one ground select
line (GSL), which make up a short NAND flash bitline (BL) as shown in Fig.
4.3. Fig. 4.3 show the circuit symbol of the simple NAND string with three
wordlines (WLs) and the simulated structure, respectively. In the device
simulation, the array structure in Fig. 4.3(b) is rotated about the axis along the
bottom (dotted line in the figure) so that the channel is made to be very thin Si
shell on the oxide core.
In order to locate the charge centroid from the relation with charge
distribution, the SONONOS CTF memory cells were simulated as shown in
Fig. 4.4(a). Fig. 4.4(b) shows the transfer curves of the memory cell at the
center of the string in Fig. 4.4(a) before and after the program operation. The
charge centroid is calculated from the charge distribution inside the
programmed cell by mathematical extraction through Eq. (4.3). In case of
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Fig. 4.5. The characteristics of cylindrical capacitance as a function of channel
radius.

cylindrical structure, electric field of tunneling oxide is stronger than planar
structure. So the charge centroids more likely cohere on the single curve
because re-distribution gets smaller than injected charges as shown in Fig.
4.2(b). The correlation coefficient between the modified charge centroid and
voltage shift is 0.998. And the charge centroid has R 0 parameter from Eq.
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(4.3). As channel radius decreases, the difference gets larger as shown in Fig.
4.5.

4.3. Programming Characteristics of CTF device with
Cylindrical Structure
The proposed macro-model is composed of 1 transistor, 1 VCCS, and
VCCAP as schematically shown in Fig. 3.1(a). The relation between voltage
source and the depending capacitor, VCCAP, can be simply functionalized as
shown in Fig. 3.1(b). In order to obtain reliable measurement data for the
model verification, GAA type charge-trap 3D NAND flash memory was
fabricated in TCAT structure. Thus, the measurement results provide highly
reliable base for model verification and practicability. The comparison
between modeling and measurement results from our devices over the program
operations at different program voltages is demonstrated in Fig. 4.6. In case of
the model without considering cylindrical structure, the data doesn’t match
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Fig. 4.6. Comparison among the modeling results for planar and GAA devices
and the measurement results for program operation.

with measurement data because there are no considerations for modified
tunneling current and enhanced electric field with cylindrical geometry.
Furthermore, program operation through incremental step pulse programming
(ISPP) technique is carried out, which reveals that the ISPP slope is smaller
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Fig. 4.7. Comparison between the modeling and the measurement results for
ISPP.

than 1 as shown in Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the comparison of the program
characteristics between planar devices and cylindrical devices with several
radii. Enhancement of the program speed due to geometry effect is important.
And other device with cylindrical structure and short channel radius can be
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4.8. Comparison of the program characteristics. (a) Planar and cylindrical
devices. (b) Model verification.
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verified by the modified model as shown in Fig. 4.8(b)

4.4. Conclusion
In this work, a highly compact and reliable circuit-model of charge-trap
flash memory cell with cylindrical structure is proposed, considering the
transient behaviors for describing various operations. Cylindrical type flash
memory cell is selected by 3-D stacked type Flash memory because of
geometry effect. Therefore, tunneling mechanism and charge centroid equation
should be modified for more accuracy of macro modeling. They will affect the
enhancement of the program speed due to the geometry effect. Higher
credibility has been successfully obtained from the simpler device model,
being supported by the comparison between modeling and measurement
results.
These results would provide more realistic and functional circuit-level
model in designing the high-level integrated circuit and system architecture
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for 3D CTF memory. The importance would become greater in scheming the
management of very narrow V t windows aiming the XLC operations in the
near future.
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Chapter 5. Macro Modeling of Flash cell
Array

5.1. Introduction
NAND flash memory was developed as an alternative optimized for
high density data storage. High density and lower cost-per-bit was achieved by
creating an array of 64 memory cells connected in series. The effective cell
size is much smaller than for NOR flash because there are only two contacts
every 64 memory cells. The cell size of NAND flash memory is generally in
the 4F2 range. In the NAND string, the cells are connected in series, in group
of 64. Two select transistors are placed at the edge of the strings for
connections to the common source line and the bit line. Control gates are
connected through word lines (WLs). The NAND flash memory array is
organized in pages and blocks. The page is the unit for the simultaneous
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program and read operations, and the block is the smallest erase unit. Each
block contains multiple pages. The number of pages in a block is typically a
multiple of 64. Each page is composed of main area and spare area. Main area
can range from 4 to 8kB or even 16kB. The page size is proportional to the
number of cells per same word line. And it is affected by the word line length
limited by its RC delay and the bit line pitch limited by lithography. All the
NAND strings in the same group of word lines make a block. The block size is
proportional to the length of string. And it is limited by the circuit ability of
handling its series resistance related with current drivability during the read
operation.

5.2. Simulation Results
For better reality, a simplified array having source select line (SSL), 5
cells (WL0~WL4), and ground select line (GSL) has been designed and
simulated (Fig. 5.1.), instead of a single cell. The physical gate lengths for
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Table 5.1. Transistor gate lengths.

WL gate length

40 nm

SSL gate length

120 nm

GSL gate length

120 nm

individual transistors are summarized in Table. 5.1. When all the WLs are
biased to the pass voltage (V pass) and the GSL is turned on, the SSL transistor
demonstrates the transfer characteristics as shown in Fig. 5.2, where the
transistor Vt in the array is near 1 V. Fig. 5.3 shows the program operation
characteristics at different program voltages (V program). We also ascertained
that other cells show good performance. Here, the cell at the string center on
WL2 is assumed to be operated. We have ascertained that the newly proposed
macro model acts properly in the array as well as in the cell-level individual
operation.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.1. Simplified NAND string used in the simulation. (a) Circuit symbol.
(b) Layer configuration with the critical dimensions.

5.3. Conclusion
In this paper, a highly reliable circuit model of charge-trap flash (CTF)
memory array is proposed, considering the transient behaviors for describing
various operations. These results would provide more realistic and functional
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Fig. 5.2. Transfer characteristics of the SSL transistor in the bitline (BL) string
obtained by SPICE simulation.

circuit-level model in designing the high-level integrated circuit and system
architecture for 3D CTF memory. The importance would become greater in
scheming the management of very narrow Vt windows aiming the XLC
operations in the near future.
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Fig. 5.3. Transfer characteristics of the selected CTF cell (WL2) programmed
under different operation conditions. Obtained from SPICE simulation results.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion

Charge-trap flash (CTF) memories are considered to represent the
promising alternative in order for eventually replacing the floating-gate (FG)
flash memory technologies because of its higher scalability and are targeted by
development of the most recent 3-D stacked array architectures.
In this thesis, a highly compact and accurate circuit-level macro models
of CTF memory with planar type and cylindrical type both are proposed.
Although several compact models have been reported in the previous literature,
the time-dependent behaviors of CTF cell have not been precisely reflected in
the past models and the discrepancy between modeling and measurement
results gets worse as the operation time elapses. For expecting higher
credibility of the developed SPICE models, in case of verification for
modeling with planar structure, they are verified by the measurement results
from the fabricated CTF memory devices (ISRC) having the silicon-oxide-
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nitride-oxide-silicon (SONOS) stack. In case of verification for modeling with
cylindrical structure, they are also compared with the measurement results
from the gate type 3D NAND flash memory fabricated for research purposes
under various operating conditions, by which plausible agreements between
modeling and measurement results are demonstrated.
The charge trap flash (CTF) cell is different from the floating gate (FG)
flash cell in that the charge distribution inside the memory node is important.
And it is the key in describing newly proposed modeling. In the FG flash cell,
charge can move freely, so that the whole FG has the same potential. Thus, the
FG can be considered as a node in a circuit, and C ox,tunnel and Cox,block are fixed.
In other words, we have to worry about the amount of charge only, not the
distribution, in FG flash cells. On the other hand, not only the amount of
charge but also the distribution is important in the CTF cell, since the trapped
charge cannot move freely during the read operation. During the programming
operation, however, the charge in the trap layer can be redistributed by
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trapping and detrapping by high electric field. The charge centroid has the
meaning of the average distance of distributed charge from the interface
between the tunnel oxide and the nitride. Since we can represent the charge
distribution by a surface charge at the charge centroid as an approximation, we
may regard the charge centroid as a node, and divide the ONO capacitance,
CONO, into CON,tunnel and CNO,block. And this capacitance can be changed during
programming because charge centroid can move backward. For these reason,
the voltage controlled capacitor is needed to model for CTF cell with more
accuracy.
Our more realistic circuit-level macro model would be practical and
beneficial in designing the high-density 2D and 3D memory array and system
architectures for 3D CTF memory. In particular, the results in this work should
be significant when more accurate prediction of rigorous management of very
narrow cell threshold voltage (V t) window is indispensable for multi-level cell
(MLC) and higher-level cell (XLC) operations.
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Appendix A. Relation between Charge
Centroid and Threshold Voltage Shift

The relation between charges and potential can be obtained by Poisson’s
equation. For the tunneling oxide,
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The voltage drop in the tunneling oxide is given by
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ox ox

 0

(A.2)

Fig. A. 1. Structure of the SONOS and definitions for explanation.
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The similar calculation method can be applied to the nitride and the
blocking oxide:
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The total voltage drop across ONO dielectrics can be derived by
applying Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.3), Eq. (A.4) to Eq. (A.2), Eq. (A.5), Eq. (A.6).
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And the total voltage applied to the SONOS structure can be expressed as:

Vg   ms  Vox  Vn  Vbox   s

(A.7)

 ms is the difference in work function between gate and the

semiconductor. And the amount of band bending in silicon is defined as the
surface potential,  s , i.e., the potential at the silicon surface relative to that in
the bulk substrate. When the band is flat in the body, the surface electric field
in the substrate is zero. It means that  s  0,  s  0 in Eq. (A.7)
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The above equation shows that the flat band voltage depends on not only
 ms but also the charge amount, distribution in the ONO stack. And charges

whose amount varies with the write operations are the charges trapped at the
oxide/nitride interface Qon and the charges trapped in the nitride, Qn . But
Qon can yield a low contribution to V fb when F-N tunneling occurs. The flat

band voltage can be expressed as
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Qn will affect a flat band voltage variation given by
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(A.9)

In measurement of transistors instead of capacitors, the threshold
voltage is obtained easily. The threshold voltage is the gate voltage when
obtaining a strong inversion channel at the silicon surface. The relation
between the threshold voltage and the flat band voltage can be expressed:
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Also, the equation of the electric field across tunneling oxide can be
obtained from the total voltage drop across the ONO dielectrics.

Vg   ms  Vox  Vn  Vbox   s
Vox  Vn  Vbox  Vg   ms   s  V fb   ms    ox ox (0)  Qso 
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For a gate bias, with a threshold voltage shift due to the trapped charges,
the tunneling oxide field can be formulated:
.
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(A.11)

Appendix B. Mathematical Induction of
Threshold Voltage Shift through Charge
Centroid

The charge centroid can be defined by solving the Poisson equation
through the ONO stack. Also, it can also be used for derivation of threshold
voltage shift.
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Here, charge centroid implies the reciprocal of the effective capacitance.
So the charge centroid can be used to consider charge centroid when
calculating threshold voltage shift in a circuit simulator.
In case of cylindrical structure, charge centroid can be used in a circuit
simulator. But, it should be modified to be considered of geometry.
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It is not easy to obtain a clear-cut definition of charge centroid in this
case. If all the charge is confined at the centroid, xcentroid, (i.e. delta
function charge distribution), we can proceed easily.
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In this case, the often used definition of charge centroid works well.
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- R 0 - t tox = R 0 + t tox + t centroid - R 0 - t tox

If the charge distribution broadens around the centroid, the threshold
voltage would not be calculated correctly by the simple cylindrical charge
centroid approximation. In this case, we may define a new charge centroid
using a parallel plate capacitor model.
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This is different from the often-used charge centroid:
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- R 0 - t tox

Appendix C. Tunneling in the Silicon-OxideNitride-Oxide-Silicon Structures

The energy band diagram of the SONOS structure without applied
voltage is shown in Fig. C.1(a). When a large voltage is applied to the gate
with respect to the substrate, the band of gate side is lowered and the tunneling
electrons can flow from the conduction band of silicon to the conduction band
of the nitride, through an approximately triangular barrier as shown in Fig.
C.1(b). This kind of tunneling is known as Fowler-Nordheim tunneling and the
related equation has been derived as Eq. (3.7), Eq. (3.8). The fowler-Nordheim
tunneling is the most representative mechanism for program operation. During
programming for NAND flash memory, Incremental Step Pulse Programming
(ISPP) is applied in order to control the dispersion of the threshold voltage,
which is maintained at least 10 MV/cm. And Fowler-Nordheim tunneling
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. C. 1. (a) Energy band diagram of the SONOS structure without applied
voltage (b) Tunneling through a triangular barrier (Fowler-Nordheim
tunneling) (c) Tunneling through a trapezoidal barrier (direct tunneling)
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occurs mainly at the typical programming condition.
As the operation time elapses, the electric field across tunneling oxide
becomes lower because of the trapped charges (the Poisson effect). And the
barrier is not triangular, but approximately trapezoidal (if barrier lowering
effect due to image forced is neglected) as shown in Fig. C.1(c). The FowlerNorheim tunneling equation is invalid and direct tunneling at lower fields is
no longer negligible. In the direct tunneling region, electrons tunnel to the
conduction band of the silicon nitride directly. In general, the direct tunneling
current is expressed assuming that a single effective mass energy can be used
for the electron in all three regions:

J direct =

4πqm*xkT 
0 P  Ex  S  Ex  dEx
h3


 Efs - Ex  
 1 + exp 

kT  


S  Ex  = ln

 Efn - Ex  
 1 + exp  kT  
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(C.1)

Fig. C. 2. Current density through the bottom oxide as a function of the
electric field. [Ref. 27, Fig. 5.]

Where Efs and Efn are the electron Fermi levels in the semiconductor
and the silicon nitride. S(Ex) is the supply function, which is derived from the
integration of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. But, in the compact
modeling, the need for integration in Eq. (C.1) calls for the approximations
that yield a closed-form expression for the tunneling current as a function of
the applied voltage. A possible approximation is to neglect the effect of the
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finite availability of carriers for tunneling given in Eq. (C.1). Under this
assumption, Schuegraf et al. proposed the Eq. (3.7), Eq. (3.9) in the direct
tunneling regime. This can be used to model the direct tunneling current when
there is strong inversion, but the field is not high enough to apply FowlerNordheim tunneling. But, for lower voltages, this expression can overestimate
the direct tunneling current because of the limited availability of carriers for
tunneling as shown in Fig. C.2. Another expression that overcomes this
problem is [47]:

J pgm

 4 2m  q  3/ 2 -  q - qE t  3/ 2  
ox
1
1
ox tox
q3


2
=
E
exp
ox
2


16π ħ
3qħEox





(C.2)

This equation cannot also predict an accurate trend at very low voltages
for very thin oxide. But the model does not overestimate the direct tunneling
severely at moderate applied bias as shown in Fig. C.3. when electric field
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gets lower although it is not low voltage, the difference between Eq. (3.7), Eq.
(3.9) and Eq. (C.2) which is more considered about energy band condition
becomes larger as shown in Fig. C.4.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. C. 3. Comparison between direct tunneling models [ DT Model1: Eq.
(3.9) DT Model2: Eq. (C.2) ] and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling model (a) by
calculation and (b) by circuit simulator.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. C. 4. Comparison between several models when Fowler-Norheim
tunneling starts and changed to direct tunneling region. (a) electric field vs.
time (b) threshold voltage vs. time.
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Appendix D. Extraction for charge centroid

The SONOS flash memory is a very promising device in many respects
and it has improvements over the floating gate type device. Owing to its
potential, the SONOS charge-trap flash (CTF) memory has been investigated
by many researchers regarding its program/erase (P/E) and data retention
mechanisms. However, CTF use a nonconductive trapping layer while floating
gate devices use a conductive floating gate, and understanding of nitride trap
is necessary.
The first thing to understand nitride trap is to find out the trapped charge
vertical location. A simple method is to directly measure the injection current
during programming for a capacitor. The total trapped charge can be obtained
by calculating the time integration of the injection current. The vertical
location of trapped charge can be found solving the total trapped charge Q and
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Fig. D.1. Structure of the (a) channel-sensing and (b) gate-sensing SONOS.
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Table D.1. Dopant concentration of channel-sensing and gate-sensing
SONOS

P-Well

P-poly gate

Channel sensing

7E18

5E16

Gate sensing

1E17

2E20

SONOS
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VFB shift. However, the injection current during programming is a fast
transient characteristic, which is hard to measure accurately. The extracted
charge centroid is very sensitive to the errors according to the detected total
charges. An accurate measurement needs a complicated setup to compensate
for noise. These limitations greatly affect the accuracy of this method.
Other simple method is to use an additional gate-sensing capacitor to be
compared with the conventional channel-sensing one. The ΔVths in both modes
give two equations to solve the total charge Q and charge centroid
simultaneously. Only simple capacitance-voltage measurement data is required,
and there is no complicated setup or noise compensation.
For the channel-sensing method, the equation can be derived in Eq. (D.1)

Vth,ch =

t nit

 t box

 Q  x   ε ε
0

0 ox
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+

t nit - x 
 dx
ε0εnit 

(D.1)

On the other hand, for the gate-sensing method, the equation should be

Fig. D.2. Definition of the charge centroid in the nitride layer.

modified because the doping concentration of gate and channel are effectively
changed in Eq. (D.2).

Vth,pl =

t nit

 t tox

 Q  x   ε ε
0

0 ox
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(D.2)

And we can also define total charge Q and charge centroid in Eq. (D.3)
and Eq. (D.4)

t nit
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 Q  x  dx
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xcentroid =

1
Q

t nit

 Q  x  xdx
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The total charge can be transformed into solving Eq. (D.1) and Eq.
(D.2).
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And charge centroid can be derived by applying Eq. (D.3) to Eq. (D.1)
or Eq. (D.2).
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xcentroid =

Vth,pl  t boxεnit + t nit εox  - t tox Vth,ch εnit



ε 0 Vth,ch + Vth,pl



(D.4)

ttox is the thickness of tunneling oxide layer, t nit is the thickness of
nitride layer, tbox is the thickness of blocking oxide layer, ε ox is the dielectric
constant of oxide, and ε nit is the dielectric constant of nitride. x centroid is the
mean vertical location in the trapping layer considering trapped charge
distribution and Q(x) is the areal density of trapped charges in the nitride layer,
at distance x from the tunneling oxide/nitride layer interface in the vertical
direction.
This method for extracting charge centroid of SONOS device can
provide a detailed and accurate understanding about nitride trap. Total trapped
charge Q and charge centroid 𝒙𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒊𝒅 can be simultaneously obtained by
introducing a measureable quantity (V th,pl) during programming. Thus, this
method would provide more accurate and detailed data for charge centroid.
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And it can also improve the accuracy of macro modeling of charge-trap flash
memory with newly proposed model.
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초

록

전하 포획 플래시 메모리는 기존의 플로팅 게이트를 사용하는 플래시
메모리에 비해 기기 확장성이 우수하며 이로 인해 최신 3 차원 메모리 어
레이 아키텍쳐의 개발에 큰 역할을 하고 있다. 이 논문에서는 이러한 전하
포획 플래시 메모리 셀의 보다 정확한 프로그램 동작을 예측할 수 있는 회
로 기반의 매크로 모델을 제안한다. 기존 연구에서도 다양한 종류의 컴팩
트 모델들이 보고되었지만, 전하 포획 메모리의 시간에 따른 전기적 특성
변화를 정확히 기술하는 데 한계가 있으며, 이 때 나타나는 모델링과 측정
결과의 불일치는 프로그램 동작 시간이 경과함에 따라 더욱 커지는 양상으
로 나타난다. 본 논문에서 새롭게 제안하는 모델은 하나의 트랜지스터, 하
나의 전압 제어 캐패시터, 하나의 전압 제어 전류 소스로 구성되며, 기존의
모델들 대비 정확도를 향상시키면서도 간단한 구조를 채택하는 결과이다.
다만 보다 정확한 모델링을 위해서 고정된 값을 가지는 캐패시터가 아닌
전압에 따라 변하는 가변 캐패시터를 사용한다는 점이 차이점이라고 볼 수
있다. 플로팅 게이트 구조의 플래시 메모리와 달리 전하 포획 메모리는 터
널링을 통해 들어온 차지들이 전하 저장층에 포획됨으로써 정보를 저장할
수 있게 된다. 따라서 이들의 수직적 평균 거리를 나타내는 전하 센트로이
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드의 개념을 모델링에 적용하게 되고, 이를 구현하기 위해서는 전압 제어
캐패시터가 필요하게 된다. 제안된 모델의 신뢰성을 확보하기 위하여, 실제
차지 트랩 메모리를 제작하여 측정하였다. 또한 원통형 구조를 가진 차지
트랩 플래시 메모리의 모델 역시 실제 소자를 통해 검증하였는데, 이러한
작업의 결과는 문턱 전압의 정밀한 통제를 필요로 하는 멀티 레벨 셀 어레
이 및 상위 레벨 시스템을 설계하는 데 필수적이며 매우 실용적인 의미가
있을 것으로 판단된다.

주요어 : 전하 포획 플래시 메모리, 프로그램, 매크로 모델링, 컴팩트
모델링, 전하 센트로이드, 3차원 플래시 메모리.
학 번 : 2011-20807
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